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STOP THE SPINS
•• ---- eeling like the room is spinning can be scary, but many

people rush to the ERunnecessarily. Notonly is that
a hassle.it's expensive: Emergency room visits for
vertigo and lig(lt-headedness are projected to cost
54.4 billion by 2015, according to a new analysis led
by David Newman-Toker, M.D., Ph.D.,associate
professor of neurology at lohns Hopkins University

School of Medicine. As long asyour symptoms are intermittent and
brought on by changes in head or body position, or a trigger in the
environment around you, the spins probably aren't serious. "But if
you also have double vision, weakness or numbness on one side,
trouble speaking or swallowing, or severe pain in your neck, you
should get help immediately," says Newman-Toker. (It could bea
stroke or dissection of a blood vessel to the brain.) Here are a few
common causes of dizziness, and howto find relief.
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~" Trying to get pregnant? Eating a substan-
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Boost fertility atbreakfast
terone levels decrease while their repro-
ductive hormones and ovulation rates
increased-all signs that can improve the
odds of making a baby.

Beefing up breakfast while cutting back
on dinner may help all women who are
trying to expand their families, not just the
6 to 10 percent of women of reproductive
age with PCOS, says study author Oren
Froy, Ph.D., professor of food science and
nutrition at Hebrew University. "Eating a
bigger meal in the morning leads to a more
synchronized biological clock," he
explains, "which resets most systems of
our body and fosters well-being."

tial morning meal and a lighter supper may
be your key to fertility success, finds new.

g research in the journal Clinical Science.
~ For the study, women with polycystic
~ ovary syndrome (PCOS)-a condition that
s:
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causes menstrual irregularities and often
makes it difficult to conceive-were split
into two groups: One ate 980-calorie
breakfasts, 640-calorie lunches, and
l80-calorie dinners for three months; the
other followed a reverse schedule with
their largest meals consumed last.

Overall, those who ate more early in the
day saw their insulin, glucose, and testos-
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THE SCENARIO LIKELY CULPRIT ACTION PLAN

You feel dizzy Benign paroxys- Your doctor
only when moving mal positional needs to perform
your head; for vertigo. Thisdevel- (or teach you to do)
example, rolling ops when tiny crys- the modified Epley
over in bed or tals, which normally maneuver: rotating
nodding. If you stop sit on top of the your head 270
moving, the symp- microscopic hairs in degr.ees while over
toms subside within your inner ear, get the edge of a bed
45 seconds. lodged in the part of or table. It may

the ear that senses sound crazy, but it
balance. Aging, a moves the crystals
bump on the head, back into place and
or tilting your head often provides
for too long could immediate relief.
betoblame. .,

Your symptoms Vestibular A preventive
strike after you've migraine. migraine
seen a lotof "When people hear medication,
motion-maybe 'migraine,' they think such as a blood
you're watching an of a severe head- pressure or anti-
action movie or a ache, but there can seizure drug, may
child on a merry-go- be other neurologi- help ward off future
round. Or they may cal symptoms as episodes. Ask your
start spontaneously, well,"says doctor for a pre-
but you're prone to Newman- Toker.ln scription.
migraines (even if this case, dizziness
you don't have one is the main com-
while feeling dizzy). plaint; your pain
Either way, the spell might be mild or
lasts for hours. nonexistent.

You witness Vasovagal Usually, no
something syncope. special treatment
distressing (like a "A trigger causes your is required, but
bad injury); you've blood pressure to talk to your doctor
been standing for a drop, temporarily anyway. She should
long time, especially compromising give you a full work-
in hot weather blood flow to the up to make sure you
(perhaps you're a brain," says don't have an
bridesmaid); or you Newman- Toker. underlying heart
get up too quickly problem, like an
from your seat. You abnormal rhythm.
look gray or pale -
and feel faint;
maybe you even
pass out briefly.

POSTURE
PERFECTOR
Slouching adds pounds to
your appearance, but it can
be a hard habit to break.
Slipping on the new Up
T-shirt(from S170,
including shipping from
Paris; upcouture.com)
may help: Hidden
between two layers of
organic cotton is an
elastic figure-eight
band that applies
gentle pressure
to the back
and upper
arms, pulling
shoulders into
alignment any time
they start to shrug.
All anyone else will
notice, of course, is
how good you look.


